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Epidemics: spread locally and at a distance?

Ebola Influenza



Epidemics: spread locally and at a distance?

Ebola Influenza

 Virulence

 Resistance and immune system

 Transmission pathways…

 Connectivity / Dispersal / Environmental stochasticity

 Infection reservoirs



Epidemiological rescue in metapopulations

• Strong seasonality

• Frequent local 

extinction

• Reintroduction through 

migration

annual cycles at the national scale (Fig. 1a inset), as expected, with
regular timing and somewhat variable amplitude (Fig. 1a). This
large-scale pattern is consistent with dynamics in the region (for
example, Burkina Faso33 or Cameroon34). However, our analysis of
thetemporal dynamicsand spatial synchrony of measlesoutbreaksat
the local scale reveals that the appearance of regular, annual out-
breaks is an artefact of averaging erratic and asynchronous local
epidemics (Supplementary Information C). There isone regularity,
however: the timing of measles outbreaks invariably coincides with
the end of the annual rainy season (Fig. 1a), which is the dominant
seasonal driver in the region.

Seasonality and dynamics in Niamey

For model parameterization, we focus on the relatively well-
documented time series of incidence from 1986 to 2002 (before the
national SIA) from Niger’s capital city, Niamey (Fig. 1c)—a city of
approximately 750,000 persons (according to the 2001 National
Census), which is twice the historical CCS for measles in Europe
and North America23,35. On the basis of lessons from Europe and
North America and given Niger’s high birth rate, we would expect
persistent annual measles cycles21,31. In contrast, empirical patterns
over the last 30 yr testify to highly erratic outbreaks; monthly case
reportsfrom 1986 to 2004 reveal occasional largeoutbreaksfollowed
by years of very few cases (Fig. 1c). Similarly, annual measles
incidence rates in Niamey between 1975 and 1985 ranged from
1–5%36, consistent with this irregular pattern.

Measles epidemics in Niamey decline at the onset of the rainy
season, regardlessof themagnitudeof theoutbreak (Fig. 1a, c). This
indicatesthat powerful seasonal forcingof transmission may bedriv-
ing irregular, fragile dynamics even in such a large, high birth rate
population. We explore this issue using a stochastic time series
Susceptible–Infected–Removed (TSIR) epidemiological modelling
framework, which hasbeen applied successfully to measlesdynamics
elsewhere22,25,30. The TSIR model allows us to estimate the form of
seasonality in transmission (below). First, however, weusesinusoidal
forcing15 to illustrate thegeneral dynamical consequencesof varying
seasonal amplitude. Figure 2a shows a bifurcation diagram for a
simple deterministic TSIR model with a fixed, 14-day infectious
period and sinusoidal forcing in transmission rate15, asa function of
seasonal amplitudeand birth rate. At low seasonal amplitude(Fig. 2a,
seasonality 5 0.2), the dynamics resemble historical patterns in the
industrialized world (for example, in London): adynamic transition
from annual to biennial cyclesasbirth ratedeclinesfrom high levels15.
In contrast, at high seasonal amplitude (Fig. 2a, seasonality 5 0.6),
corresponding to that which we estimate for Niamey (Fig. 2b; see
below), the range of birth rates at which the system exhibits stable
1–4yr cyclesdecreasesand thedynamicsbecomechaoticover abroad
rangeof birth rates. Further, asbirth rateand strength of seasonality
increase, thedepth of theinter-epidemictrough becomesveryshallow
(to theright of thedashed contour in Fig. 2a), greatly increasing the
likelihood of local stochastic extinction.

Weestimateseasonal variation in thetransmission ratein Niamey
explicitly by applying theTSIR model to 17 yr of monthly data from
thecity (Fig. 1c). To account for uncertainty in thereporting rate, we
use a bayesian state space approach (Methods). The estimated sea-
sonality in the transmission rate shows a single peak, roughly in
antiphase to theseasonal rainfall profile (Fig. 2b). A possible mech-
anistic explanation for thispattern istheincrease in urban density in
the dry season owing to seasonal migration from outlying agricul-
tural areas37. Niamey’s pattern of measles seasonality is conspicu-
ously different from the school-term forcing observed before mass-
vaccination in England and Walesthat isdueto mixingof children in
schools(Fig. 2b)30. Thisdifference isalso associated with contrasting
age–incidence profiles: the median age of measles infection in
Niamey is less than 2yr36,38, compared to 4–5yr for the England
and Wales epidemics39.

Themagnitude of transmission seasonality in Niamey is fourfold
that of historical London (Fig. 2b).ThisputstheNiamey dynamicsin
a large amplitude biennial regime (Fig. 2c), well within the predo-
minantly chaotic region of parameter spacefor abroad rangeof birth
rates (Fig. 2a). The strong seasonality leads to deep inter-epidemic
troughs (Fig. 1c), making long-term local persistence of measles in
Niamey very unlikely. The model predicts that, even for very large
populations (. 5million), long-term persistence isunlikely without
external reintroduction (Supplementary Information A). Thus, the
CCSfor measlespersistencein Niamey isover an order of magnitude
higher than predicted from classical studies23,35. There isalso signifi-
cant regional heterogeneity in thisstochastic fragility; relativeto their
size, Niamey and the communities in the neighbouring regions of
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Figure 1 | Time series dynamics of measles outbreaks in Niger. a, Mean
number of reported measlescasesper 10,000 nationwidein Niger from 1995
to 2004, and the mean monthly rainfall over the same time period (blue).
Shaded regions give 6 2 standard deviations. Black curve, mean monthly
casesof measles in Niamey from 1986 to 2005. Inset, monthly measles time
series from 1995 to 2004. b, Weekly measles case reports from seven
departementsof Niger, 2001–2005.Red asterisk, Niamey. Each departement
isan aggregateof 3–8arrondissements. c,Casereportsper month for thecity
of Niamey from 1986 to 2005. The box indicates the time frameshown in
b. Black dots, months with 0 reported cases.
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Spatial spread of epidemics

Observed Model

Dispersal

distance

Keeling et al, 2001, Science

Livestock transport

Bahl et al, 2011, PNAS

Foot-and-mouth disease, UK:

Influenza A, world:



Jousimo et al. Science 2014

Spatial dynamics and environmental 

stochasticity 

Extinction-recolonisation dynamics of Plantago pathogen

Penczykowski et al. New Phytol. 2015

colonised

extinct

persistent



From epidemiology to evolution 

Spatial structure and dispersal affect epidemics

Evolutionary implications?



The importance of dispersal in 

host-parasite evolutionary ecology

• The Geographic Mosaic of coevolution (Thompson 1998)

• Connectivity / dispersal increases coevolutionary rates (Thrall 2002, 

Brockhurst et al 2003) 

• (Relative) migration rates influence patterns of local adaptation
(Gandon et al 1996)

• Dispersal impacts virulence evolution:

• Productivity gradients (Hochberg & van Baalen 1998)

• Local/global dispersal and “parasite prudence” (Lion & Boots 2010)

• Travelling waves (Griette et al. 2015)

 Dispersal = set parameter

 What if dispersal can evolve?



Dispersal evolution and natural enemies

• How does dispersal evolution affect epidemiology 

and coevolution?

• Environment-mediated vs enemy-mediated 

selection on dispersal?

• Dispersal adaptations of enemies?

Interacting eco-evolutionary dynamics



Evolution of dispersal?

'Global' bet-hedging strategy compensating 

spatio-temporal variation in:

– Environmental stochasticity (local extinction)

– Genetic deterioration (local inbreeding)

– Biotic interactions (local kin competition)

Ronce 2007, Bowler & Benton 2005, 

Clobert et al. 2012, Legrand et al 2017



Parasitism and dispersal evolution

• Parasite avoidance / escape in space (Janzen 1970)

• Parasite release / culling during migration (Barthel et al 

2011)

• Formal treatments rare!
• Chaianunporn & Hovestadt (2012). JEB

• Kamo & Boots (2006), Evol Ecol Res

• Lio et al (2006), Proc B

• Pillai et al (2012), Am Nat.

• Poethke et al (2010), Am. Nat.

• Travis et al (2013 ), Plos One 



Dispersal evolution of antagonists

• Local antagonistic interactions create ”empty 

patches”  selection for dispersal (+)

• Correlated responses (to some extent)

Predator Prey

Pillai et al (2012), Am Nat.



Evolution of host dispersal manipulation

• Without manipulation cost:

 Manipulation for increased dispersal always 

evolves, as it increases access to more hosts

• With cost (e.g., reduced transmission):

 Evolution of ESS balancing gains of global 

dispersal vs. loss of local transmission

S. Lion et al. Proc B (2006):

ESS



Replay epidemics in host-parasite microcosms:

Microcosm epidemiology & evolution

• Replicated populations

• Controlled introduction of infection

• Manipulate environmental conditions

• Mimic spatial structure + natural dispersal

• Monitor evolutionary change

Meta-

microcosms

E. Fronhofer



The host: Paramecium caudatum

• Freshwater ciliate

• Feeds on bacteria

• Predominantly 

asexual, 1-2 

divisions per day



The parasite: Holospora undulata

• Gram-negative alpha 

proteo-bacterium

• Horizontal & vertical 

transmission

• Reduces division and 

survival



Parasite life cycle

1) Immobile 
infectious 

forms in the 
water 

3) Multiplication 
of reproductive 

forms in nucleus 4) Production 
of infectious 

formes 

5a) Host divides: 
vertical and 

horizontal 
transmission 

5b) Host dies: 
horizontal 

transmission 

2) Ingestion, 
transfer to 

micronucleus 



A classic predator: Didinium nasutum

Didinium

nasutum

Photo: Dwight Kuhn

Paramecium 
caudatum

Paramecium

Didinium

Microcosm populations



The Paramecium dispersal maze

Put Paramecium in 

left tube

Remove clamp, let 

disperse naturally into

right tube (3 h)

Put clamp back, count 

Paramecium in left

and right tube.

Dispersal = N (right) / 

N (total)

"Dispersal" = movement between microcosms



Experimental dispersal evolution

Part 1: Enemy-mediated selection on 

Paramecium dispersal

Part 2: Holospora dispersal: epidemiology 

and evolution



Directional selection on Paramecium dispersal

High-dispersal 
selection

Low-dispersal 
selection

keep dispersers
Growth

(1 week)

keep residents

Growth

(1 week)



Direct response to selection for dispersal

High-dispersal lines:

COI haplo "007"

Low-dispersal lines:

COI haplo "005"

Selection from standing variation (n=20 clones):

• Fast & strong response to selection for high dispersal

• High- and low-dispersal lines are genetically different

(COI haplotypes): different clones fixed.

Mitochondrial marker:



Correlated response to selection

Dispersal trades off with population growth rate

r = -0.78***

High-dispersal 

lines

Low-dispersal 

lines



Adaptive dynamics under predation?

&

Replay dispersal selection

Effect of Didinium on 

dispersal selection?
2% high

8% high

15% high

28% high

52% high

Track:

• dispersal rate

• marker frequency

Florent Manzi (M2)



6 selection

cycles:

Experimental treatments 

• ≈1500 Paramecium

• 5-20% high-dispersal 
genotype

High-dispersal treatment
(n = 12)

High-dispersal treatment
+ Didinium

(n = 12)

No-dispersal control

(n = 12)

1 week of 
growth

• ≈1500 Paramecium

• 5-20% high-dispersal 
genotype

• ≈1500 Paramecium

• 5-20% high-dispersal 
genotype

• + 5 Didinium (-24h)



Predictions

• Didinium has no effect on dispersal evolution
• Short exposure, small number predators

• Didinium has negative effect

• Predation decreases density  stochastic loss of initially rare 

high-dispersal type

• Didinium has positive effect

• Differential predation: preference for low-dispersal type increases

frequency of high-dispersal type

• Plasticity: predator presence increases dispersal



Predator increases dispersal response

• No change in dispersal rate in control treatment

• Positive response to high-dispersal selection

• Didinium treatment produces higher dispersal (temporarily)

6 selection cycles:

Number of dispersal / growth cycles
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+ Didinium ** 
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Didinium effect: plasticity?

• No significant plastic Didinium

effect across treatment origins
(p>0.5)

• No significant plastic Didinium effect

at Cycle 1 (p>0.4)

• No significant plastic Didinium

effect in high- and low-dispersal 

lines (p>0.6)

Endpoint populations (Cycle 6) High- vs low-dispersal lines



Genetic analysis (cycle 6)

• Increase of high-dispersal type under high-
dispersal selection

• More pervasive response in presence of 
Didinium (100% vs 55% of replicates; p = 0.04).

 Presence of Didinium reinforces / 
accelerates selection for dispersal

0% 55% 100%

Frequency of high-dispersal type



Didinium effect: differential predation?

Didinium attack rate not significantly
different between high- and low-
dispersal types (p > 0.9).

No significant difference in change of 
high-dispersal type frequency (p>0.8)

Predation test: monocultures Predation test: mixed cultures



Summary Part 1

• Spatial selection and adaptive dynamics can be

replayed in simple Paramecium microcosms

• Simulated range expansion: 

• Rapid directional selection on dispersal from

standing genetic variation

• Evolutionary trade-off with growth rate

• Predator facilitates directional selection, but 

mechanism unclear



Perspectives

• More complex scenarios:

• Extinction / recolonisation dynamics

• Continued and free action of 

predator

• Parasites!

• Impact of parasite infection on 

dispersal selection

• Part 2: parasite dispersal



Experimental dispersal evolution

Part 1: Selection on Paramecium dispersal

Part 2: Holospora dispersal: epidemiology 

and evolution

+

Vector-mediated dispersal



The starting point: Infection reduces 

dispersal

Fellous et al. Biol Letts (2011)

 Does differential dispersal affect 

infection outbreaks in a metapopulation?



Epidemiology with natural dispersal

Extreme extinction-recolonisation scenario:

growth +	
transmission
(1	week)

n	=	100n	=	100

growth +	
transmission
(1	week)

3h

3h

• 3 clones, 6 initial infection prevalences (4% - 24%)

• Track dispersal rate, density and prevalence over 6 

cycles

Active dispersal Passive dispersal

Quentin Legros 

(M1)



Predictions: An epidemiologial Allee effect?

Fewer infected individuals

Active dispersal 

treatment

Passive dispersal 

treatment

Random dispersal

• Delayed outbreak

• Stochastic loss of 

infection

Infection outbreak



No outbreaks in active dispersal treatment

 Infection outbreaks only with pipetting
• Treatment x cycle : p < 0.0001

• Clone x treatment x cycle: p > 0.1



Preferred explanation: differential dispersal

Dispersal of infecteds (-20%)

 stationary epidemic

Simulation model:

Infection: -20% dispersal
Fellous et al. (2011)

Lower prevalence among
migrants (p = 0.05)



Not all else being equal: Problem 1

 Contribution from

transferred IF’s negligible?

Active dispersal

Passive dispersal

+

free transmission 

stages
Dose (log infectious forms per µl)

− 2.0 − 1.5 − 1.0 − 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

P
ro

p
o

rt
io

n
 i
n

fe
c
te

d
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

Range	of	
transferred IF’s

Dose experiment:



Not all else being equal: Problem 2

• No signifcant effects of 

variation in # of migrants

• Serious simulations 

needed!

Potential confounding: 

Fewer migrants in active 

dispersal treatment



• Strong effect of “active dispersal” treatment on 

infection outbreak probability.

– Our preferred explanation: infected individuals disperse 

less.

– Additional possibility: generally fewer migrants?

• Solid enough for publication?

– Maybe with some comprehensive modelling

• Next step: Long-term experiment!

– Evolution of dispersal manipulation, virulence

Conclusions: non-random dispersal matters



Evolution of host dispersal manipulation

• Without manipulation cost:

 Manipulation for increased dispersal always 

evolves, as it increases access to more hosts

• With cost (e.g., reduced transmission):

 Evolution of ESS balancing gains of global 

dispersal vs. loss of local transmission

S. Lion et al. Proc B (2006):

ESS



Predictions in our system

Trade-off between dispersal and 

transmissibility (virulence)

High-dispersal 
selection

Low-dispersal 
selection

Dispersal interference
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Restif and Kaltz (2006), Magalon et al (2009)

Investment in horizontal 

transmission (+)

= Parasite load (+) = Virulence (+)

Infection: -20% dispersal

We know:

We predict:



Experimental design

n	=	100

growth +	
transmission
(1	week)

3h

3h

n	=	100

growth +	
transmission
(1	week)

3h

3h

High-dispersal 

selection
Low-dispersal 

selection

Dispersal selection on infected cultures:



First responses to selection?

• Higher dispersal in High-dispersal selection treatment

• Decrease in investment in horizontal transmission



Evolving dispersal-transmission trade-off?

Negative between-treatment 

correlation between dispersal and 

transmission investment 

• Plasticity?

• Host effect?

• Parasite effect?  

 Adaptation assays 

required! 

• test parasites in 

naïve hosts 

• test hosts in absence 

of infection



Summary Part 2

• We can replay epidemics in true metapopulation

settings

• Active dispersal makes a difference for outbreak

dynamics (even though the experimental design could have been better)

• Selection experiment on parasite dispersal evolution

is running

• Theory is desperately needed!



An evolutionary ecology framework

Landscape dynamics
• connectivity
• environmental heterogeneity
• disturbance

Population dynamics 
(local + regional)
• demography
• epidemiology

Trait variation
• life history
• interaction traits
• dispersal

Eco-evolutionary feedbacks



Dispersal evolution and parasitism

• Effect of parasite on directional host dispersal evolution

• Parasite evolution under controlled directional dispersal 
selection

• Host and parasite (dispersal, interaction traits) evolution
in complex landscapes: range expansion, spatio-
temporal disturbance, multi-species…

Collaborative project with Emanuel Fronhofer, Sébastien 
Lion, François Massol, Olivier Restif…:

 Combined modelling & experimental evolution



Thank you for your attention!

Claire Barbera 

(ISEM, tech)

Florent Manzi (M2)

Sascha Krenek

(TU Dresden)

Quentin Legros 

(M1)
Simon Fellous

(INRA Montpellier)

Emanuel Fronhofer

(ISEM)





Restif and Kaltz (2006), 

Magalon et al (2009)
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High investment in horizontal transmission

= high parasite load = more virulent



Predictions

High-dispersal 

selection

Low-dispersal 

selection

Dispersal interference
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Part 1: Constant vs. variable temperature 

How do constant versus variable 

temperature environments impact 

parasite epidemics?

++

(Duncan, Fellous & Kaltz, 2011, Proc. R. Soc. B)



Part 1: Summary

Parasite: 

Variable temperature negatively impacts prevalence

(± additive to negative mean temperature effect)

Paramecium:

Higher temperatures, variable temperatures & parasite 

infection all reduce densities (additive effects)

 Importance of environmental fluctuations and 

extreme events (non-additive)!

 Consequences for “geographic range” of parasites



Part 2: Red vs. white noise

Autocorrelation structure of 

temperature fluctuations and 

parasite epidemics?

++

Duncan, Gonzalez & Kaltz, 2013, Proc. R. Soc. B



Summary parasite

• Red noise enhances parasite persistence

- Possibly due to effects on host populations?

• Red noise increases synchrony in prevalence 

fluctuations

- ???

• No effect of temperature synchrony 



Summary Paramecium 

• Infected populations profit from combination of red

noise and temperature asynchrony:

- decoupled subpopulation density dynamics;

- increased metapopulation size;

- Paradoxical: despite high prevalence!



Questions - answers

1. Impact of red/white fluctuations on parasites 

and infected host populations?
 Parasite

 Host 

2. Importance of spatial temperature synchrony?
x Parasite

 Host

3. Do red/white and temperature synchrony 

interact?
x Parasite

 Host



Conclusions

• Noise structure impacts the form of parasite 

epidemics:
- Timing of peaks

- Outbreak synchrony

- Host population dynamics

 Adjust control efforts (vaccination programs)?

 Consequences of global change (change of noise 

structure)?



Summary

 Use of microcosm experiments to study 

aspects of “real” epidemics!

 Bring ecology to epidemiology!

• Importance of variance around means

• Role of noise structure

 Evolution?



Paramecium intraclass correlation 
coefficient

Link between sub- and meta-population 

dynamics
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growth + 
transmission
(1 week)

n = 100

growth + 
transmission
(1 week)

Epidemiology with natural dispersal

Extreme extinction-recolonisation scenario: Active dispersal

3h

n = 100

3h



n = 100

growth + 
transmission
(1 week)

3h

3h

n = 100

growth + 
transmission
(1 week)

3h

3h



Carriers spread disease locally and globally

Gwyneth dies early in the film, but late enough to 

spread virus from Hong-Kong to Chicago!
65




